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Abstract

The traditional rollback mechanism deployed in optimistic simulation is state-saving. More recently, the method of reverse computation has been proposed to reduce the amount of memory consumed by state-saving. This method computes the reverse code for the model during rollback execution, rather than recalling saved state memory. In practice, this method has been shown to offer memory-efficiency without sacrificing computational efficiency. In order to support reverse codes in the model, events must continue to be preserved in the system until fossil collection can be performed. In this paper we define a new algorithm to support perfectly reversible model computation that does not depend on storing the full processed event history. This approach improves memory consumption, further supporting large-scale simulation.

1 Introduction

Jefferson describes an algorithm for parallel discrete event simulation (PDES) that allows for optimistic execution of events [16]. In order to preserve the causality constraint (see [17]), optimistic execution requires a mechanism for rolling back, i.e., undoing the effects of out-of-order event processing. Typically, rollback mechanisms are based on state-saving. These approaches include Lazy Cancelation [28], Incremental State Saving [13], Infrequent State Saving [21, 22], Fast-Software Checkpointing [25], and more recently Lookback [8] and Batch Cancelation [31]. In each approach, Logical Process (LP) state is saved prior to the processing of an event. When state sizes are large, or frequently modified, the cost of state saving can quickly become a barrier to large-scale optimistic simulation.

Carothers, Perumalla and Fujimoto [7] suggest Reverse Computation (RC) as an alternative approach to rollback. In RC, events are saved but LP states are not. Compiler techniques are used to automatically generate “reverse code” for events which is executed to reconstruct LP states during rollback. This approach has been implemented in simulators such as GTW [9], ROSS [3] and µsik [24], and has been applied to large-scale, packet-level network simulations [4, 29, 30] and circuit design models [23]. Most recently RC has shown excellent performance results within the particle-in-cell method for physics simulation [26].

Li and Tropper [20] observe that in some cases, e.g. VLSI simulations, event sizes (rather than state sizes) can be very large, and therefore event saving overheads can have a significant impact on model execution. They suggest a method for event reconstruction using saved LP states in a Cluster Time Warp implementation [1].

So what is the intrepid parallel simulation engine designer to do? Save states? Save event message data? Wouldn’t it be nice if you didn’t have to save either – at least for some models?

In this paper, we suggest an approach to perfectly reversible computation (PRC) which supports rollback in an optimistic simulation using only the current LP state and current event. The approach is defined in the context of the Adirondack stream simulator developed by Bauer and Carothers [2].

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides brief review of reverse computation, and our suggested definition of the concept of perfectly reversible computation. Some relevant details for stream simulation are given in Section 3. Section 4 outlines the implementation of PRC in a stream simulator. Section 5 presents an example in the context of a well known network model. Conclusions and areas for future work are given in Section 6.

2 Reverse Computation

Because it offers a possible solution to the heat problem faced by chip manufacturers, reversible computing (RC) has been extensively studied in the computer architecture arena. The promise of reverse computation is that the amount of heat loss for reversible architectures would be minimal for significantly large numbers of transistors [18, 27]. Rather than creating entropy (and thus heat) through destructive operations,
a reversible architecture conserves the energy by performing other operations that preserve the system state [5, 10].

In the software realm, reverse computation concepts have been successfully applied in areas such as database design [12], checkpointing and debugging [6] and code differentiation [14, 15].

2.1 Reverse Computation for PDES

Based on the successful application of RC concepts in other software domains, Carothers, Perumalla and Fujimoto [7] suggest the application of RC to reduce state saving overheads in PDES. They define an approach based on reverse event codes (which can be automatically generated), and demonstrate performance advantages of this approach over traditional state saving for fine-grained applications (those with a small amount of computation per event).

As noted in [7], the key property that reverse computation exploits is that a majority of the operations that modify the state variables are “constructive” in nature. That is, the undo operation for such operations requires no history. Only the most current values of the variables are required to undo the operation. For example, operators such as ++, –, +=, -=, *= and /= belong to this category. Note, that the *= and /= operators require special treatment in the case of multiply or divide by zero, and overflow/underflow conditions. More complex operations such as circular shift (swap being a special case), and certain classes of random number generation also belong here.

Operations of the form \( a = b \), modulo and bit-wise computations that result in the loss of data, are termed to be destructive. Typically these operations can only be restored using conventional state-saving techniques. However, we observe that many of these destructive operations are a consequence of the arrival of data contained within the event being processed. For example, in [29], the last-sent time records the time stamp of the last packet forwarded on a router LP. We use the swap operation to make this operation reversible.

2.2 Perfectly Reversible Computation

In typical applications of RC to support rollback, events must be stored to support state reconstruction. As Li and Tropper [20] observe, event storage can represent a significant overhead. We propose the term perfectly reversible computation (PRC), to indicate models that do not require the storing of previously processed events. In addition to restoring LP state, PRC models must reconstruct the previously processed events in the LP event history.

To support PRC, only two elements are used to reconstruct the previous LP state: the current event being rolled back, and the current LP state. In PRC, event data are no longer stored, but instead immediately reclaimed by the system.

This definition of perfectly reversible computation indicates that certain techniques for reverse computation, as applied in [7], can no longer be supported, namely, (1) using a per-event bitfield to indicate the control state traversed during forward execution of an event; and (2) using the swap operation to save state values in the event message.

A per-event bitfield is used in [7] to determine the branching that occurred during the forward processing of an event. Branching includes statements such as: if..else, goto, switch, function calls and loop constructs. For example, during the forward processing of an event, a bit in the bitfield of the event would be given a value of 1 to indicate that the conditional in an if..else statement resolved to TRUE, and given the value 0 otherwise. During rollback, the correct path through the code to reverse compute could be determined by examining the event bitfield.

The second RC technique unavailable to PRC is the swapping of state variables with event message variables. The swapping technique was previously used to overcome the irreversibility of destructive assignments in general (non-PRC) models. Examples of destructive assignments include statements such as plain assignments and floating point operations where precision information is lost.

Fortunately, a majority of the operations in a model are constructive in nature (i.e., ++, –, etc). Also, models typically exhibit highly predictable behaviors, and the previous state can be restored from the current event and LP state through a high level examination of the code. Further, some destructive statements can be converted to constructive statements. For example, a level of precision can be defined for floating point operations (in terms of decimal places) and then all occurrences shifted into into the integer domain (e.g., we define a precision to 6 decimal places and represent 15 milliseconds is represented as the unsigned integer value 1500 and not the floating point value 0.0015, yielding a range of 0.0 to 4,294 seconds). In Section 5 we illustrate an example of this type of model.

3 Stream Simulation

PDES implementations traditionally consist of a collection of logical processes or LPs, where each LP represents a distinct component of the system being modeled. LPs communicate by exchanging timestamped messages (events). The LPs are assigned to processing elements (PEs), where each PE represents a single computational resource (PEs), as shown in Figure 1.

The mapping of LPs to PEs has an impact on the performance of the simulation. If the frequency of messages exchanged between LPs mapped to different PEs is too high, then communications overhead can dominate the simulation performance characteristics. We use the term remote event to refer to events sent between LPs on separate PEs. In the synthetic workload benchmark model, PHOLD [11], the communication patterns between LPs are uniformly distributed across the LPs, and the LPs are uniformly mapped to PEs. Fixing the LP population within the model, as more PEs are added to the simulation, the frequency of events passed between PEs increases.
Bauer and Carothers [2] suggest stream simulation as an implementation of PDES to minimize (actually eliminate) remote events. An event stream is a set of events, \( S \), constructed by placing an initialization event, \( e_i \), in the set, and computing the transitive closure of all events that are scheduled by events in \( S \). That is, if an event \( e_x \in S \) and event \( e_x \) schedules events \( e_y \) and \( e_z \), then \( e_y \in S \) and \( e_z \in S \).

Rather than mapping LPs to PEs, a stream simulation maps event streams to PEs. Figure 2 illustrates how event streams (ES) are mapped to PEs.

From the aspect of inter-process communication, the cost of synchronization in stream simulation can be far less than in the traditional LP-to-PE approach. However, while there are no remote events in a stream simulator, synchronization is required around LP states. Bauer and Carothers [2] show this synchronization cost to be statistically insignificant for models with large numbers of LPs, and a relatively small number of PEs (e.g., utilizing 8 PEs to execute a model containing 10,000 LPs results in a 0.003% probability that any two PEs will be processing events for the same LP simultaneously). So, in the spirit of optimizing for the typical case, stream simulation takes advantage of the very low probability that two PEs will attempt to process an event for the same LP simultaneously.

Computing the traditional PHOLD model on a quad-processor, dual-core Opteron server, and configured with both 10- and 20-million LPs, the Adirondack stream simulator was able to generate an almost 30% improvement in the runtime of the model over the ROSS simulator [2].

### 3.1 Rollback Mechanism

Because stream simulation allows any processor to commit events for any LP, processing events out of order at an LP may occur. Out of order event processing happens when event streams mapped to different PEs are “out of phase” in the LP timeline. For example, as illustrated in Figures 1 and 2, the first event in event stream 1 (which involves LP 1) should occur before the second event in event stream 0 (which also involves LP 1).

Traditional Time Warp simulators implement the rollback mechanism internal to a PE, and so only one PE is ever operating on the LPs mapped to the PE. In a stream simulation, LPs must be serialized during the rollback period. Further, to avoid “migration” of event streams across PEs, events canceled as part of a rollback are canceled by the PE that originally processed the event.

In a stream simulation, just as in a traditional Time Warp system, processed events can be stored in a per-LP queue to support future rollbacks if they occur. After processing an event, the PE stores the event in a per-LP processed event list in last in, first out (LIFO) order. In traditional Time Warp, there is no logical relationship between events in this list. But stream simulation creates a logical relationship between processed events. Each event in a stream is preceded by the event that created it (if each processed event creates only one new event). During the rollback of an event stream, the previous event in the stream could be reconstructed using the technique of reverse computation. Section 4 outlines the model and simulation executive modifications necessary to support event reconstruction.

### 3.2 A Note About Random Number Generator Seeds

In a traditional Time Warp system, random number generator (RNG) seeds are allocated on a per-LP basis. Based on the LP-to-PE mapping, an LP RNG is always executed by a single PE, and therefore is “parallel-safe”. The operations invoked on an RNG must be safe from race conditions occurring in hardware in order for the simulation to execute deterministically.
Algorithm 1 LP rollback algorithm. Streams are marked as needing rollback if the stream variable \(RB\_TO\) has a value greater than the straggler event timestamp. \(RB\_TO\) is set to -1 when not in the rollback state. If the stream is mapped to the current PE, then the rollback is processed immediately. If the stream is not mapped to the current PE, then the stream \(RB\_TO\) is set and the owner’s PE is notified to roll back the stream. Processing the straggler is delayed until all necessary streams have been rolled back.

Steps to Rollback an LP

For each stream in LP processed stream queue with \(stream->ts > straggler->ts\)

1. remove stream from queue;
2. if \(stream->RB\_TO > straggler->ts\)
   1. \(stream->RB\_TO = straggler->ts\);
   2. if stream mapped to local PE
       process RB;
   else
       notify owning PE of stream RB;
       enqueue straggler in PE pending RB queue;
3. 

In stream simulation serialization occurs around event streams, rather than LPs. Consequently, RNG seeds must be associated with event streams in order to preserve the deterministic property of the simulation.

Associating RNG seeds with event streams facilitates event reconstruction. During the creation of a new event, if either the event destination LP, or the event timestamp are randomly determined, then these randomly generated values can be reproduced internal to the event stream.

4 Incorporating PRC with Stream Simulation

In this section we describe the details of our PRC algorithm in the context of a stream simulator implementation. We outline the supporting data structures in the simulation executive as well as show how to formulate PRC models.

In order to eliminate saving per-LP processed event histories, the rollback mechanism must be modified. Previously, we maintained lists of processed events that could be presented in reverse order to the LP RC event handlers during rollback. Correct rollback requires knowledge of: (1) the streams that executed events for the LP being rolled back, and (2) the timestamps of those events. The LPs may retain this information as a tuple stored in a processed event stream queue. Events stored in the processed event queue are now replaced by a tuples of a constant size. The tuple data is then used in a rollback to notify the owning PE that a stream must be rolled back to the required time.

4.1 Algorithm for LP Rollback

Algorithm 1 illustrates an LP rollback. Rolling back an LP is handled in a similar way using processed stream queues, with one major exception. Because we do not immediately have the event data required to rollback the LP state, we must enqueue the straggler event and wait for the stream to be rolled back by the PE to which the stream was mapped. Within the scheduler loop, pending stream rollbacks scheduled by remote PEs should be processed prior to normal event processing.

4.2 Algorithm for Event Stream Rollback

Algorithm 2 illustrates an individual event stream rollback. A PE only maintains the last processed event in each stream mapped to the PE. Each event caused by this event is currently pending processing, and so can be canceled immediately by the call to \(tw\_event\_cancel\). If events have been processed by the LP after the candidate stream event, a secondary rollback occurs. The destination LP must first be rolled back, and the stream is left unmodified. If the last event processed
by the LP is this candidate, then the LP may reverse compute its state. The result of the reverse computation is the re-creation of the event that preceded this event in the stream. This event becomes the new candidate for rollback and the process repeats until all events in the stream with timestamp greater than or equal to \( RB_{TO} \) are reverse computed.

At the conclusion of the rollback, the event stream contains the last processed event prior to \( RB_{TO} \), and any events created by that event should be pending processing in the PE data structures.

Deadlock cannot occur in the algorithm because PEs never block waiting for rollbacks to occur. PEs are free to continue optimistically processing other event streams while waiting for rollbacks. If a rollback where to involve all streams in the system then all PEs would be actively rolling back LP states to the required time. Because deadlock did not occur in arriving at this state, and causal order is preserved in the reversal of event processing, deadlock cannot occur.

### 4.3 Perfectly Reversible Random Number Generator

Consider again the PHOLD benchmark model. To reconstruct the previous event in a stream, two things must be known: (1) the source LP of the previous event; and (2) the scheduled timestamp of the previous event. We know the source of the current event during a rollback, and this is the same as the destination of the previous event. We can reconstruct the source of previous event by restoring the RNG seed used to create the previous event. Note that this is LP independent, as the seed is associated with the event stream. The second part involves determining the timestamp at which the previous event was scheduled. In PHOLD, this too can be restored from the RNG seed.

If the steps for constructing new events in the forward processing phase of the PHOLD model are:

**FORWARD COMPUTATION:**

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{ts} &= \text{rng\_exponential}(\text{Generator}, \text{Rate}); \\
\text{dest\_lp} &= \text{rng\_uniform}(\text{Generator}, 0, \text{nlp}); \\
\text{tw\_event\_new}(\text{src\_lp}, \text{ts}, \text{dest\_lp});
\end{align*}
\]

where \( ts \) is the timestamp offset of the new event, and \( dest\_lp \) is the destination LP. The functions \( \text{rng\_exponential} \) and \( \text{rng\_uniform} \) compute the next value in the exponential and uniform probability distribution functions, respectively, using the RNG seed indicated by \( \text{Generator} \). The current LP is denoted by the \( src\_lp \) variable. Then the steps for reconstructing the previous event in the stream are:

**REVERSE COMPUTATION:**

\[
\begin{align*}
// reverse compute for reconstruction \\
rng\_reverse(\text{Generator});
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{ts} &= \text{rng\_exponential}(\text{Generator}, \text{Rate}); \\
\text{dest\_lp} &= \text{rng\_uniform}(\text{Generator}, 0, \text{nlp}); \\
\text{tw\_event\_recreate}(\text{dest\_lp}, \text{ts}, \text{src\_lp});
\end{align*}
\]

The example assumes that a random number generator seed can be rolled back without resorting to state-saving. As noted in [7], for example, L’Ecuyer’s Combined Linear Congruential RNG [19], reverse computes seed values without resorting to state-saving despite making use of individual operations such as integer division that result in bit loss.

**5 A PRC Model Example: TCP-Tahoe**

For PRC to work, it must be the case that the inverse of a model’s code can be made entirely dependent on that code — at least for some models. We now give a simplified example of how to convert the TCP-Tahoe model presented in [29] to a PRC model. We focus on some of the primary functions in the model, illustrating the conversion.

**5.1 TCP Event Handler**

The TCP model event handler implements a simple, 3-state finite state machine. The full model details, including validation, can be found in [29]. The LP types are either client
or server, where servers send fragments of data to the clients, and the clients respond with acknowledgements (ACK). If a client ACK is not received by the server within a specified period of time, the server retransmits the last unacknowledged data packet.

The valid event handler states are: client, server, receiver time out (RTO). A TCP LP is defined as a client or a server for the complete runtime of the model. The third state implements the RTO timer and is a self-scheduled TCP server event to indicate that the client ACK has not been received in the required time period.

5.2 TCP Client

TCP clients in this model only receive events of one type: data. There are only two possible outcomes for this event: either the event is received in order, or it is not. The client then responds to the server with an event of type: acknowledgement.

The RC version of the TCP client examines the current event’s sequence number to determine if the packet has been received out of order. This is a simple check of the state sequence number, and the event message number:

```
RC Client:

if(in_event->seq_num == state->seq_num){
  // in order packet recv’d
  bf->c2 = 1;
  state->seq_num += state->mss;
  state->out_of_order[...]= 0;
} else {
  // out of order packet recv’d
  bf->c3 = 1;
  state->out_of_order[...]= 1;
}
```

The bitfield `bf` is used to denote if this branch is taken. The reverse computation code simply inspects the bitfield and reverses the LP state for the branch taken in the forward code. The `seq_num` fields are fixed-width integers. The index of the `out_of_order` array contain zero destructive assignments or floating point operations.

We can construct the perfectly reversible logic of the branch instruction at a higher level. A value of 0 in the `out_of_order` array indicates a packet was received in the expected order; a value of 1 indicates an out of order packet was received. The PRC version of this branch is identical with the exception of the bitfield assignments in the forward code. The PRC version of this branch is then constructed:

```
PRC Client:

if(state->out_of_order[...]= 0){
  // in order packet previously recv’d
  state->seq_num -= state->mss;
  state->out_of_order[...]= 0;
} else {
  // out of order packet prev recv’d
  state->out_of_order[...]= 1;
}
```

The next step in the PRC version of the model is to recreate the previous event in the stream from the current model state and the current event. The two values needed are the timestamp of the previous event, and the id of the LP that sent the current event. The LP that sent this event is statically defined for the runtime of the model, based on the TCP traffic topology, and so is known.

The current event timestamp was determined using the link bandwidth and delay values, that are static throughout the runtime. It is important to note that TCP LPS are interconnected via a network of IP-enabled router LPS. A problem arises when queue delays are dealt with on the sender’s side of the link. This is information that is not available to the current LP. The solution here is to implement queue delays on the receiver’s side. This is acceptable as links in this model are point-to-point, bi-directional, and full duplex. Then a call can be made to recreate the previous event using the API function:

```
tw_event *tw_event_recreate(tw_lp * dst, double offset_ts, tw_lp * src);
```

The `src` (current LP), `bf` and `offset_ts` being known, the final step is to re-create the application information. TCP servers only send data in response to client ACKs (or the init event which is never reversed). So the type of event to create is also known from the model semantics. The only remaining field in the model message is the `seq_num` of the previously acknowledged event. Luckily, since the current LP sent the previous ACK, the previous sequence number acknowledged is also known. It is then a simple matter to fill in the application data in the event.

Note that the simulation engine allocates an event from the free queue for the event re-creation. The current event can be immediately reclaimed at the conclusion of the reverse computation event handler, and the number of outstanding processed events remains constant.

5.3 TCP Server

TCP servers in this model only receive events of two types: acknowledgement and RTO. There are only two possible outcomes for ACKs, either the ACK is received in order, or it is not. If the ACK is in order, then the server is free to send the next packet of data. Otherwise, the server must resend the unacknowledged data packet. While the TCP server has additional states, each can be reached by the same method proposed in the client. Because of the similarity in the main control block of server ACK processing, we focus now on the RTO event type, or receiver timeout timer.

The RTO timer is constantly rescheduled by the server LP during data transmission. The RTO is realized as an event
scheduled into the future at the time when, if no ACK is re-
ceived for a packet, then the packet is resent. The timer is then
backed off by a factor of 2. Since packets are not sent without
first receiving an ACK, this mechanism effectively decreases
the send rate of the server, assuming congestion has occurred
in the network.

Receiving the RTO event implicitly indicates that an ACK
has not been received for a packet, and the LP state is updated
accordingly, all of which occurs constructively in the model.
The difficulty in reversing RTO events stems from the need to
determine the previous time at which the RTO should fire. In
the normal version of the TCP model, the previous timestamp
of the RTO event is swapped with a field in the event. This
is no longer possible due to the fact that model data are no
longer stored by the simulator. Instead, the previous times-
tamp must be computed using only the current LP state, and
the current RTO event being rolled back.

Because the RTO timer is always set for the oldest un-
acknowledged sent packet, the previous setting for the RTO
timer can be determined from the state variable indicating
the last acknowledged packet sequence number. It is a sim-
ple matter then to determine what the correct, previous RTO
timestamp should be using only current state variables.

All that is necessary is to know how many events were
sent between the unacknowledged event and the current time.
Since data are sent in order, and only upon receiving an ACK,
this can be determined by the congestion and receive window
LP state variables. Using these state variables, the number of
packets sent on receipt of the previous ACK can be computed.
Again, we can re-compute the send time for each packet, back
to the unacknowledged packet using the static link bandwidth
and delay, thus recreating the RTO timestamp.

5.4 TCP Efficiency

The memory costs of storing processed events in the TCP
model is high because as the packet traverses the IP network,
each event processed must be saved until GVT sweeps past.
A single packet traversing 8 nodes in the network causes 10
events to be stored in the simulator (8 IP + 2 TCP LPs).
For large-scale models with 1 million concurrent flows, and
each packet traverses 10 LPs on average, generates 10 million
events stored in processed event queues. For a 32-bit architec-
ture, a TCP message size is 108 bytes, translating into 1.054
GB of RAM consumed. The implication is that the model
size will be limited by the amount of available memory.

While the computational costs of the PRC version is
higher in the reverse code, the frequency of rollbacks in the
TCP model were shown to be only a few percent. Minimal
reductions were achieved in the computational cost of the for-
ward code (i.e., we are no longer setting bits).

Figure 3 illustrates the impact of the memory savings, re-
sulting in a 14% decrease in memory consumption due to
storing only the last event processed. In addition, a >70%
reduction in the size the event data was realized by removing
fields required for state-saving and accounting for the tuples.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

We suggest an approach to incorporate rollback through
perfectly reversible computation (PRC) in an optimistic par-
allel simulation based on event streams. We argue that using
this approach, event memory overheads can be reduced to a
constant factor per event stored. We outline model properties
as well as simulation engine modifications required to support
PRC and offer a simple example of PRC using a TCP-Tahoe
model.

We are currently investigating porting other models to the
PRC algorithm. We are particularly interested in large-scale
models where the costs of storing event lists for rollback are
prohibitively high, such as IP network models. The challenge
is to identify and implement PRC procedures for model codes
that are considered to be destructive, and replace them with
codes that are able to re-create processed events. For exam-
ple, the TCP model given here relied on a static TCP traf-
fic topology, as well as a statically defined IP router topol-
yogy. Supporting dynamic topologies is challenging because
the model constructs no longer exist to support event recon-
struction.
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